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The project's aim is to use novel Mixed-Integer Conic Optimization (MICO) techniques to design aircraft wing structures that take full advantage of new composite materials and manufacturing techniques. Considering the freedom provided by these design options is key to develop cutting-edge wing designs. However, obtaining (guaranteed) near-optimal solutions for the resulting large-scale structural design problem is very challenging for current solution approaches. The MICO solution approach allows to capture this complexity and obtain near-optimal solutions. In particular, as a result of this project, novel results have been obtained and published regarding the solution of discrete truss topology and ply-angle problems.
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1 Summary of Achievements

In this report we summarize the accomplishments obtained as a result of the support from the AFOSR grant FA9550-15-1-0222. For that purpose, in this section we discuss the main problem underlying the proposal’s work, its importance. Then, we provide and a brief summary of the objectives achieved during the project’s research work. Detailed results are publicly available in the publications that are listed in Section 4 of this report.

Composites are a unique class of materials made from two or more distinct materials that when combined are better (stronger, tougher, and/or more durable) than each would be separately. They are non-corroding, non-magnetic, radar transparent, and they are designed to provide strength and stiffness where it is needed. Not surprisingly, composites are becoming ever more important as they are used to improve aircraft, automobiles, boats, pipelines, buildings, roads, bridges, to name just a few products. This trend will continue as improved manufacturing techniques are developed to make it possible to produce composite materials at higher volumes and at a lower cost than is now possible.

Thanks to the development of nano and textile composites, fiber tow steering manufacturing techniques, and composites with functionally graded properties; composite materials are set to have an enormous impact in the performance of structural designs. This is specially the case in aircraft wing design, where it pays off to use high-performance materials and sophisticated design techniques to optimize the wing’s structural elements distribution in order to maximize the performance of an aircraft operating at distinct flight conditions.

On the other hand, the large amount of design freedom provided by new composite materials and manufacturing techniques, as well as the relatively little experience with their use in structural design, makes the problem of designing near-optimal structures a very challenging one, for which engineering intuition alone is not sufficient. Thus, the design of next generation’s high-efficiency aircraft wings that make full use of state-of-the-art materials and manufacturing techniques requires the use of numerical optimization. This is currently the case even when considering conventional composite materials.

However, even current state-of-the-art optimization solvers are unable to obtain near-optimal solutions for these large-scale structural design problems that take full advantage of new composites and manufacturing techniques. This is due to the problems’ large size and complexity, which arises from the need for non-linear constraints/objectives, and a large number of discrete variables (e.g., truss sizes, ply angles, and plate thickness), to produce properly accurate models. For example, many results on composite wing design are obtained using first-order optimization techniques that do not guarantee that the problem’s global (best) solution is obtained.

This high-level of complexity of state-of-the-art structural design optimization problems can be naturally captured by the class of mixed integer conic optimization (MICO) problems; that is, optimization problems in which the objective is linear on the (decision) variables and, besides some variables being integer (discrete), the constraints of the problem can be written in terms of linear constraints plus the constraint that the variables belong to a cone. Two well-known examples of MICO are: mixed integer linear optimization (MILO), where the cone is the non-negative orthant, and mixed-integer second-order conic optimization (MISOCO),
where the cone is the second-order cone. MICO encompasses a vast class of decision-making problems and integrates major elements and concepts of conic, linear, and discrete (or combinatorial) optimization into a novel paradigm offering powerful modeling methodologies and the capacity to solve the corresponding models to global optimality for large classes of decision making problems. In particular, a very rich class of composite material wing design problems can be modeled using MICO techniques. Thus, novel developments and improvements in MICO solution methodologies substantially impact the capacity to solve large classes of decision making problems to global optimality.

The main challenge driving the proposed research work is to develop novel theoretical and numerical MICO techniques that will allow to overcome current barriers in the solution of structural design problems to take full advantage of new materials and manufacturing techniques; and in more generality, for the large class of decision making problems that can be formulated as MICO problems. Towards achieving this goal, the main research objectives accomplished in this research work are:

Objective 1 (Global Solution of Truss Topology Sizing Problems [11, 6, 8]). Truss topology sizing problems considering the complex physical constraints (i.e., Euler buckling, and Hooke’s law) of the model, and having discrete decision variables become extremely difficult to solve as the size of the truss grows. In Shahabsafa et al. [11], Shahabsafa [6], we address this issue by proposing a novel MILO reformulation and associated solution algorithm for this class of problems. As demonstrated through extensive numerical experiments, the proposed approach and solution methodology outperforms alternative solution approaches considered in the literature by providing high-quality solutions for large-scale real truss sizing problems; and in particular, for the design of the truss topology of an aircraft wing.

Furthermore, in Shahabsafa et al. [8], Shahabsafa [6], we extend these results and solution methodologies to the case in which instead of a single force profile scenario, the truss structure must support multiple force scenarios. The need to consider multiple scenarios in truss topology problems arises from the need for a structure to operate in different conditions (e.g., take-off, landing, and cruising conditions for an aircraft wing truss), or the need for the structure to robustly support an uncertainly known force scenario.

Objective 2 (Stability and Optimal Characterization for Truss Topology Design and Sizing Optimization [9, 6, 4, 7]). Kinematic stability of the truss topology design and sizing optimization (TTDSO) problems is a crucial aspect which is often overlooked in the mathematical optimization models used to solve this type of problems. In Shahabsafa et al. [9], Shahabsafa [6], we propose a novel MILO reformulation for the discrete TTDSO problem, with Euler buckling constraints, in which random perturbations of external forces are used to efficiently obtain structures that are guaranteed to be kinematically stable for large-scale problem instances. This is further illustrated by extensive numerical experiments performed on cantilever, Michell, tower and aircraft wing design instances that have been made available to the public in our GitHub repository [7]. This repository will help to speed-up results in the area of truss topology design by providing a publicly available test bed of relevant instances of the problem, against which new solution approaches can be benchmarked.
Additionally, in Lei et al. [4], we propose a novel sequence of MILO relaxations of the continuous TTDSO problem that as the rank of the sequence increases, provide increasingly tighter lower bounds for the TTDSO problem. Although the computation resources needed to compute these lower bounds is substantial, numerical results show that this approach can be used to guarantee the quality of feasible solutions obtained for the continuous TTDSO problem by methodologies that do not certify global optimality of the solution on distinguished problem instances.

Objective 3 (Global solution of Ply-Angle Design problems [3]). The discrete ply-angle problem is a classic structural optimization problem that has been solved with solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) type methods and genetic algorithms (GA) methods. Both SIMP and GA type methods have been successful in dealing with large scale instances of the problem. However, the solutions provided by these methods are not guaranteed to be globally optimal. In He et al. [3], we address this issue by proposing a novel MISOCO reformulation of the ply-angle problem. By solving the MISOCO formulation of the problem to numerical precision, the global optimality of the problem’s solution is guaranteed.

We show the effectiveness of the approach by performing numerical experiments in two types of problems: a composite stacking sequence problem in which structure weight is the objective function and the design variables are the discrete ply-angles; and a composite plate optimization problem in which both structure weight and compliance are considered as objective functions and the design variables are the discrete ply-angles and discrete plate thicknesses.

Objective 4 (Advances in algorithmic solution of MISOCO problems [10, 6, 2, 1, 5]). A large class of decision making problems, including structural design, financial engineering, and power generation and transmission problems, among many others, can be reformulated as MISOCO problems. This allows these problems to be solved to global optimality by using a combination of MILO and conic optimization techniques (i.e., interior-point methods). However, efficiently combining these solution techniques requires novel results and substantial improvements in the adaptation and generalization of algorithmic steps taken during the solution of MILO problems so they can be used in the MISOCO solution algorithms.

In Shahabsafa et al. [14], Shahabsafa [6], one of these steps is considered; namely when it is useful to add second-order conic cuts; that is, additional second-order conic valid constraints to the problem. By characterizing cases in which adding these cuts does not help to speed-up the optimization algorithm, the MISOCO solution algorithm can avoid computing or trying to use unhelpful cuts.

The fact that MISOCO problems can be solved to global optimality stems mainly from the fact that after fixing the value of integer variables in the problem, the resulting second-order cone optimization (SOCO) subproblems can be efficiently solved to global optimality using interior-point methods. Thus, any advances in interior-point methods positively and substantially affect the efficiency of MISOCO solution algorithms. In Mohammad-Nezhad and Terlaky [5], we advance the understanding of the convergence to optimality of interior-point methods for a large class of MISOCO problems. As a result, we propose a novel an efficient algorithmic approach to go from a near-optimal solution of the problem, to an
optimal solution of the problem, during the algorithmic solution of a SOCO problem. In practice, these could lead to important speed-ups of the MISOCO solution algorithm in the final iterations of the algorithm.

In Cay et al. [2], Cay [1], another key algorithmic step is considered; namely, how to obtain feasible solutions for the subproblems solved in the MISOCO solution algorithm using interior-point methods. By providing an algorithmic approach to compute feasible solutions for the second-order conic optimization problems, the number of calls to the interior-point solver during the MISOCO solution algorithm is dramatically reduced.

The rest of the report is organized as follows: In Section 2, we list the personnel involved in this project’s research work. In Section 3, we list the presentations made to disseminate the work accomplished during this project. To finish, in Section 4, we list the publications supported by AFOSR grant FA9550-15-1-0222.
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